
DE S CRIP T ION

Table, oor and suspension lamp with
di used and direct light. Cone-
shaped di user and tube made of
thermoplastic elastomer, the cone is
injection moulded and the tube is
extruded. Internal opaline
polycarbonate cone-shaped di user,
translucent polycarbonate screen.
The luminaire is supplied with an
terminal for outdoor use; the box
includes a plug to adapt it to an indoor
lamp as well as instructions on how to
shorten the tube. The ON/OFF switch
is tted inside the tube where the
di user cone is attached.

MAT E RIALS

Thermoplastic elastomer and
polycarbonate

COLORS

Orange, White, Yellow

Uto, outdoor
by Lagranja Design



Uto is a transformist, fun, pleasant to look at and to touch, thanks to the softness of its material. Uto changes according to the
needs of the moment. It can be used as a oor or table lamp, hung from the wall or the ceiling, set in the living room or in the
garden. Uto is a fully exible model and it is available in white, yellow and orange. Reassuring and familiar despite its innovative
design, Uto is ideal wherever one wants to add a lighting element with a playful and chameleonlike personality.

Uto

S CHE MAT IC & LIG HT E MIS S ION MAT E RIAL

Thermoplastic elastomer and
polycarbonate

COLORS

  

LIG HT S OU RCE

LED retro t, Fluo 1x 15W E27

CE RT IFICAT IONS

   

E NE RG Y E FFICIE NCY

A+, A

Uto, outdoor
technical details



LAG RANJA DE S IG N

Lagranja – design for companies and friends
– is an international multi-disciplinary
design studio in charge of interiors,
out tting and product design.

Founded by Gerard Sanmartí and Gabriele
Schiavon, it is also active in education and
research. In Uto, the studio created together
with Foscarini a new type of illuminating
object, a soft, high-tech and exible item in
both its use and its setting.

Uto, outdoor
Designer



Uto Uto

Uto, outdoor
family



142X01B 142X01B



142X01B

1x MAX 60W Incandescent E27 250V 50Hz.

1x MAX 42W Halogen Energy Saver  E27  250V 50Hz 

1x MAX 12W Fluorescent Energy Saving  E27  250V 50Hz 

lampadine compatibili / compatible light bulbs / ampoules 
compatibles / verträgliche leuchtmittel/ bombillas compatibles

142X01B 142X01B


